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THE BIG NUMBER

16,000
species

Discover the incredible diversity
of life that has a home on RSPB
reserves – thanks to you

WILD ABOUT
SPRING

Life is beginning to stir and new flowers (and faces) populate the world…
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FROZEN FORAGING

How do birds find enough food
to survive the cold weather?

20
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SIGNS OF SPRING

Who will spot the first creature or
bloom that heralds the spring?

WHAT’S ON?

Learn new skills and discover a new
side to wildlife at this season’s events.

Emergence

Words: Anna Scrivenger. Photo: Ben Andrew, Mike Lane (rspb-images.com). Illustration: Chris Shields

After spending the winter sheltering from the low
temperatures, a male grass snake emerges to taste the
stirring spring air.
His first task is to bask in daylight for long enough to raise
his body temperature and get moving. And then it’s time for a
slap-up, long-awaited breakfast. The menu offers a choice of
frog, newt or fish.
Grass snakes are excellent swimmers. Usually found
around water, they have no qualms about taking the plunge
in search of their prey. The male will feed up until the female
grass snakes emerge a few weeks later, joining them for the
mating season.
In summer, nests must be sought in rotting vegetation for
eggs to be laid. But for now, the silent, slowly warming world
is wide open and full of possibility for this striking reptile.

➜ DID YOU KNOW?
Grass snakes are the UK’s largest reptile
and only egg-laying snake found in
England and Wales – usually near water.
Though they can grow up to a metre long,
they’re harmless to humans and are
protected by UK law.
You can help grass snakes, slow worms
and other reptiles in your garden by
providing a compost heap for egg-laying,
a pile of leaves for shelter, or a pond for a
potential food source.
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How many of these can you find this spring?
EASY TO FIND

Females of this beautiful spring
butterfly land infrequently, so are
easily passed off as “whites”.
Clinch one by clocking the beautiful
mossy-green chequered pattern on
the underside of their hindwings.

SECRET LIVES
DOMINIC COUZENS

Robins revealed
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death. Dunnocks often feed in
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makes a mistake. When robins
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OVER TO YOU

Illustration: Mike Langman

Why I love
spring...

Even wood mice have been
attacked by robins trying
to forage.
People, though, present
opportunity for robins. By
tilling the soil while gardening,
human beings unearth an army
of invertebrates into the open.
That’s robin heaven; no wonder
they are tame!

A SONG
FOR AUTUMN
Robins might be aggressive,
but they prefer to avoid conflict

I watch for the first bursting of magnolia
buds and hope for a rare glimpse of green
woodpeckers. I enjoy seeing a blue tit take over our
nesting box (we have a camera inside), watching it
breathing as it sleeps, and then the anticipation of the
frenzied cheeping of the chicks as
food arrives. I obsess about the
blossoms on the pear tree and
whether they’ll all get pollinated.
And I have a thing about moss –
when it starts growing lush
again, I’m really happy.“
Samira Ahmed, broadcaster
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WATCH FOR
BREEDING HERONS

spring 2017

Look out for two signs that
grey herons are settling down
to breed: their beaks turn a
bright orange and they carry
twigs and branches to patch
up last year’s nests.

if they can. It can be costly,
in energy and potentially
dangerous injury, so they fill
the autumn and winter air with
songs, their voices flagging up
ownership of the territory.
The song might sound pleasing
to us, but its message to other
robins, male and female, is
simply “keep out”. If a stranger
ignores the vocal warning, the
red breast is also a permanent
“keep out” visual signal.
The song message does
change, however, between
December and March. The
males start singing from more
elevated perches and may use
shorter phrases, now with the
primary intention of attracting
a mate. If a female is interested
she must trespass into the male’s
territory, running the gauntlet
of a male’s natural aggression,
and the male may go on the
attack before he realises that it’s
a welcome incursion.
If the misunderstanding is
sorted out, pairing may occur,
but even if it does, the two birds
won’t start breeding until March
or April.
Nature’s Home

Words: Mark Ward. Photos: BearaCreative / iStock; RSPB, Guy Rogers, Chris Gomersall, Oliver Smart (all rspb-images.com); Mats Lindberg / Alamy; iStock
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FIND A FEMALE
ORANGE-TIP

TRICKY TO FIND

SEE AN
APRIL SWIFT

Mid-late May is the
main arrival time for swifts, but you
could see your first before April is
out. Watch local reservoirs and
lakes, where they join swallows
and martins.

HEAR FROGS CROAKING

Frogs emerge from hibernation in
February with one thing in mind.
They head to breeding ponds and
the males strike up a chorus of
croaks to grab female attention.
Listen out for them after rain.

WATCH YOUR WAGTAILS

Easy to miss among local pied
wagtails, the white wagtail
is a migrant that passes through
in March and April.
A “cleaner” bird
with a grey back,
large black bib and
clean white
underparts. Check
the water’s edge
where flies abound.

LUCKY TO FIND

SEE THE
WORLD’S
SMALLEST
GULL

Not all gulls are
big, noisy and hang
around tips. The dainty
little gull migrates through
reservoirs, lakes and coastal marshes on April
days with east winds. Watch for tern-like flocks
with distinctive black heads dipping to the
water’s surface to pick off flies.

Nature’s Home

FIND A TOAD ROAD

Common toads head to their breeding
sites using traditional routes, so if you
see one waddling along, keep an eye
out for more. Their determination to
scramble over objects in
the way is impressive.

SCAN FOR EMPERORS

One of our most distinctive
moths, and a day-flyer, is the
emperor moth. Males are
whizzing around moors and
heaths in April and May
in search of the
females that lure
them in from
afar with their
pheromone
scent.

spring 2017
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in pictures

Hello,
duckie

Bird meets fish
beneath the surface
of a Hampshire river…

T

hough they may not seem close rivals,
the drake mallard and trout snapped
here by Paul Colley are actually
competing for food.
With children feeding the animals from
a nearby bridge over the River Anton at
Goodworth Clatford, Hampshire, Paul was
able to take advantage and document the
encounter while braving the December
cold. He used a high ISO setting to catch
the dramatic, fast-moving action, capturing
a vibrant hive of nature in the gloomy
winter waters.

Words: Adam Rees. Photo: Paul Colley

The photograph was “highly commended”
by the British Wildlife Photography Awards
in its Animal Behaviour category. For info
and inspiration visit bwpawards.org
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RSPB news

NEWS

How your support has been helping to give nature a home.

Show your
Love for nature
T

Words: Paul Bloomfield. Photos: Jamie Hall / iStock; David Kjaer and Andy Hay (both rspb-images.com); Terry Bagley

his Valentine’s Day, take part in the Show the Love
campaign, organised by The Climate Coalition (which
includes RSPB), and share your feelings for your favourite
places that help Give Nature a Home.
Many peoples’ most cherished places are affected by climate
change, and it impacts our reserves and how we manage them.
For example, we’ve restored inland reedbeds at reserves such
as Lakenheath Fen in Suffolk and Ham Wall in Somerset,
which is perfect for bitterns – birds that have seen their food
supplies hard hit by coastal saltwater flooding. To get involved
with the campaign visit: www.rspb.org.uk/showthelove

Laken

heath

#Showthelove

Fen

Ham Wall

Autumn wonders at Arne
RSPB Arne in Dorset staged a dazzling show
for BBC Autumnwatch in October.

While presenters Michaela Strachan, Chris Packham and Martin HughesGames were on top form, the real stars were the animal inhabitants of
RSPB Arne, one of our richest and most diverse nature reserves: beautiful
ladybird spiders, elusive spoonbills, randy sika deer, funky fungi and
cheeky woolly pigs all took a bow. The team at RSPB Arne were amazing,
dealing with increased public interest in the reserve while hosting a large
BBC production team who we’ll be welcoming again at the end of January
for Winterwatch. For more on the ‘Watches’ at RSPB Arne, visit rspb.org.
uk/arne, facebook.com/RSPBEastDorset and follow @RSPBArne

From left: Chris
Packham, Michaela
Strachan and Martin
Hughes-Games.
Sika deer

Woolly
pig

The wildlife of RSPB Arne dazzled
viewers of Autumnwatch.
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RSPB news
CONSERVATION & SCIENCE

A tag fitted to
a whinchat.

NEWS IN NUMBERS

The RSPB is
working with
the BTO and
Devon Birds to
track three
species of summer
breeding birds in order to
learn about migration timings,
stopover sites and wintering
locations in Africa. In spring
2016, the RSPB Centre for
Conservation Science and
partners fitted geolocators to
41 whinchats, 39 spotted
flycatchers and 25 wood
warblers. They aim to retrieve
the tags and download data
this spring.

5 YEARS

– the length of new trial management
project testing ways to halt the decline
of curlew, which dropped 48% across
the UK since the mid-1990s.

2016

Photos: iStock; Alamy; Steve Round, David Tipling, David Kjaer (all rspb-images.com); Toby Smith/CCI

– the first year bittern have
successfully bred in Wales
since 1984. Fledglings have recently
hatched at RSPB Malltraeth
Marsh reserve (above) on
Anglesey, after extensive habitat
restoration work.

3

EU POLICY HELPS
FARMLAND BIRDS

HIGHS AND
LOWS IN NI

A paper in Conservation
Letters, looking at EU policy
influence on common
farmland birds, shows that
agri-environmental schemes,
special protected areas and
Annex I designation all benefit
farmland birds that live in
Europe, though those effects
are not strong enough to
deliver population recovery.
The same benefits are sadly not
seen impacting long-distance
migrants, presumably because
they spend much of their lives
outside Europe.

Breeding figures on RSPB
Northern Ireland’s reserves
in 2016 were a mixed bag.
Sandwich terns at our
Lower Lough Erne reserve
increased to 226 pairs – the
most since records began in
1969. But curlews and
lapwings struggled, with
poor weather in March and
April hitting adults
preparing to breed, while
wind and rain later in the
summer impacted on chick
survival.

GREAT WHITE EGRETS
colour-ringed at Ham Wall
reserve in a new project
studying the dispersal, foraging
habits and nest site choices of this
species now colonising the UK.

FIND OUT MORE about the
vital conservation and science
work we’re doing by going
online at rspb.org.uk/science/
news or finding us on Twitter at
@RSPBScience
44
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PIONEERING
BIRD TRACKING

Woodland birds such as
the chiffchaff (far left)
thrive, while
skylarks (left)
decline.

MIXED NEWS FOR
EUROPE’S BIRDS

A recent report examining the state
of common birds in Europe made startling reading. The report
examined 169 species in 28 countries over the past 34 years (to
2014) and decade (2005 to 2014). It reveals steep declines in
long-distance migrants and many farmland birds, but the increase
of some woodland species in Europe. Skylarks declined by
55% since 1980, while chiffchaffs increased by 119%.
Nature’s Home

RSPB news
INTERNATIONAL

Vast new ocean protections announced
The creation of Marine
Protected Areas (MPAs)
totalling 2.2 million km²
was announced by the UK
government in September,
which will bring the total
protected areas around UK
Overseas Territories to

A lobster thrives in the clear
waters around Tristan da Cunha.

Green turtles will be able to
travel in safer waters.

4 million km² by 2020. In
addition to the new areas,
which will cover ocean
around Pitcairn (840,000
km²), St Helena (444,916 km²),
Ascension Island (445,390 km²)
and Tristan da Cunha
(750,510 km², including Gough
Island), the government has
pledged £20 million to support
implementation, management,
surveillance and enforcement
for these new MPAs.

Measures, including the
closure of large areas to
commercial fishing, will help
important populations of
species such as whale sharks,
humpback whales, green
turtles, threatened tuna and
seabirds such as the unique
Ascension frigatebirds.

Photos: Tara Proud, Sarah Havery, Sue Scott

ACT OF POD
HELPS SEABIRDS

From February the Albatross
Task Force (ATF) will be testing
whether new Hookpod
technology reduces seabird
bycatch by Brazilian fishing
boats. A successful
crowdfunding appeal raised
US$9,500 to fund Hookpods
and reusable LED lights for
three vessels in Brazil’s pelagic
longline fishing industry, which
killed an estimated 3,500
seabirds in 2015.
Each device shields the barb
of the hook as it’s deployed into
the water, protecting seabirds
that forage on the bait. Initial
data suggest bycatch is reduced
by over 95%. Once the hook
reaches a depth of 10 m, beyond
Nature’s Home

Humpback whales will
benefit from the new areas.

EXPLORE
UNKNOWN SEAS
WITH NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC

the birds’ reach, water pressure
triggers the Hookpod to open,
allowing normal fishing.

The RSPB is launching an
exciting new series of joint
research marine expeditions in
partnership with the National
Geographic ‘Pristine Seas’
programme. The first will sail
from Cape Town in January for
a five-week expedition to Tristan
da Cunha, with online blogs
providing updates on the
research conducted on the area’s
rich marine wildlife – and
possibly new species to be
discovered. National
Geographic documentaries on
the expeditions will also
showcase their marine treasures.

NEWS IN NUMBERS

467,500 ha

Area of the Western Tien
Shan Mountains inscribed
on UNESCO’s World
Heritage List in 2016.
The mountains, spanning
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan
and Uzbekistan, are home
to a variety of threatened
species including snow
leopard, dhole and
saker falcon.

133

Globally threatened
species protected in the
98,500 ha Harapan
Ecosystem Restoration
Concession in Indonesia,
including Sumatran tiger
and elephant. In
September, the Danish
International Development
Agency (DANIDA)
announced a
further
three years’
funding for
the forest.

comment
TALKING POINT SIMON BARNES

“Nature helps us to enjoy life better and to
endure it more steadfastly.”

L

Nature’s Home

if they can see a tree. Autistic children work much better
when they have access to nature. People doing complex
tasks perform them better after a break and better still if
the break is in natural surroundings.
One experiment asked people to pass judgement on
offenders. The judges who could see only skyscrapers
routinely punished harder than those who could see
trees, and were particularly severe on offenders from
minority groups. In a different experiment, one group
said that what mattered in life were fame and wealth,
while the other said it was family and friends. The latter
group were questioned in a room to which three – just
three – pot plants had been added.
Nature helps to keep us sane, balanced and cheerful.
When we perform good actions we call ourselves
“humane”: we are more likely to perform humane acts
when we have access to non-human life. Nature helps
us to enjoy life better and to endure it more steadfastly.
Nature helps us to feel less bad: it also brings us some of
the greatest moments of our lives. And – sorry about
this, but this is a blunt column and I’m going to use
blunt language when it suits me, so brace yourself –
love. Yes, that old thing. Love of family and friends is
an essential part of life, and again and again nature
brings us supreme moments when we feel a great
outpouring of love for life itself. It comes in David
Attenborough’s cry of joy on seeing a blue whale, it
comes in Gerard Manley Hopkins’ ecstatic poem about
a kestrel – a bird you can see on the motorway – and it
comes to you and me when we hear the song of a
blackbird on a spring evening.
Seems a shame to chuck all that away. n

Learning an
appreciation for
nature and the
world around us
is beneficial at
all ages.

SIMON BARNES
is a multi-award
winning sport and
environmental
writer. He has
written more than
20 books and has
been a columnist
for the RSPB for
more than 20 years.

➜ SHARE

YOUR STORY

Has nature helped
with your health
or wellbeing? Let
us know at
natureshome@
rspb.org.uk
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et’s start with a flask made of diamond, a flask
containing a magic fluid, like the one given to
Lucy in The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe. The wonderful juice in the flask,
just like that in Lucy’s, can cure the sick and
heal the harmed. It also does a great deal more.
It soothes the soul. It eases those who are feeling the
strain of modern life. It helps those whose lives are out
of kilter. It makes things better for people suffering from
breakdowns, depressions and the inability to cope with
the bruising rhythms of the 21st century.
The juice is especially good for children, making
them happier and stronger and better able to work and
to learn. Children with difficulties become better able to
cope with the world and its challenges. The juice also
helps people to feel more kindly towards each other and
to deal with each other more fairly. It helps people to live
better lives. It consoles the bereaved; it brings succour to
people oppressed by worry and care.
But the juice doesn’t just undo damage. It also brings
wonderful things to anyone who sups from the flask:
deep joy, a profound philosophical acceptance of life,
a sense of belonging to the world and even, at times,
an ecstasy of pleasure that lasts for a moment and
stays forever.
So the leaders and the people thought about this for a
while. Then they decided to pour the magic fluid down
the sink – because a diamond flask could be flogged for a
lot of money and you can never have too much, can you?
The name of the flask is Planet Earth; the name of the
liquid is Nature.
The central truth of 21st-century life is that we are
throwing away the most precious thing in our lives
because we’ve got a madcap notion that we can do better
without it. It seems that we honestly believe that when
our divorce from nature is complete we’ll live richer and
happier lives.
Let’s forget, at least for the moment, the fact that
nature also keeps us alive. Nature is the life-support
system that permits the plants to grow and allows us to
breathe and drink and eat. But nature doesn’t just keep
us from death: it also makes life worth living.
We seek nature instinctively and we do so in a
hundred different ways, some so convoluted that we
hardly know that nature is behind it. We go for walks,
we garden, we fish, we play golf, we jog through the
park, we swim, we sail, we cycle, we ride horses, we keep
dogs and cats, we take weekends in the country, we take
weeks by the sea, we look out of windows, we move to
the suburbs, we drink in the pub garden, we have
barbecues and picnics.
Thousands of experiments have shown us how nature
makes life better. Patients recover faster after operations
if they have a view from the hospital window, better still

Loch Lomond

NATURE
AT ITS

BEST

Photos: John James / Alamy

RSPB Scotland’s Louise Cullen takes us on a wildlife
wander along the famously bonny banks of Loch Lomond,
home to rare birds, bugs, mammals and more…
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Loch Lomond
Right: A tree pipit
sings from the top
of a conifer tree

T

he views at Loch Lomond will
imprint on your memory the
moment you arrive. A beautiful
expanse of water, studded with
islands, and hugged by
woodland standing in the shadows of
snow-capped mountains sits at its centre.
While surrounding the loch itself is a
patchwork of different habitats, which knit
together to provide a unique home for
Scotland’s wildlife. Combined, they won’t
fail to make an impression. They certainly
did on me, when I took my first trip there
in April last year.
It was an unusually warm and sunny day
(yes really), the scent of fresh earth in the
air and the sound of calling tree pipits
following our little group through the
woodland. When we came out across the
fen, making our way to the edge of the
loch, we stopped to appreciate the scenery
and managed to spot an osprey circling
high above the water, readying itself for a
spot of fishing. This is definitely a site that
rewards a bit of exploration...

“The sheer
diversity of
wildlife found at
Loch Lomond
continues to
astound me;
I feel as though
I’m always
seeing and
learning new
things.”

Photos: Richard Burdon / Alamy, Getty, Peter Cairns, David J Slater (rspb-images.com)

RESHAPING A LANDSCAPE

Sitting on the south-east shore of Loch
Lomond the reserve covers 237 ha – about
the same as 330 average-sized football
pitches – with an impressive mix of
woodland, grassland, floodplains and
agricultural fields. RSPB Scotland purchased
the land in April 2012 with the help of
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and Loch
Lomond & The Trossachs National Park
(LLTNP), along with generous donations
from our supporters.
A lot of work has taken place in the five
years since we took on this reserve, to
transform the area into a thriving home for
The pristine waters of Loch Lomond.
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The wild rivers teem with fish life, which
supports a population of ospreys. Once extinct
in Scotland, you can now see them flying over
the water less than an hour from Glasgow.

wildlife. When site manager Paula Baker
first arrived there was very little in terms
of facilities. “We didn’t even have a proper
office to start with,” she says, “but we’ve come
a long way since then.
“One of the early challenges we had was
trying to control the dense rush that had
overtaken parts of the reserve. We worked
with local farmers to improve grazing
levels, carry out winter cutting and also
weed wiping. The results were almost
instantaneous, with lapwings coming
straight in to breed.”
The unique blend of habitats at Lomond,
though beautiful, can be difficult to
Nature’s Home

navigate for our staff working on the
ground and for the past four years they’ve
been tackling one of our trickiest projects
– installing new bridges on site. “It’s been
important to get the timings just right,”
says Paula, “so we’re not overlapping with
the breeding or wintering bird seasons in
case of disturbance. We’ve been working
with partners, funders and contractors
doing tasks such as collecting metal
samples, carrying out otter and water-vole
surveys and preparing the ground. All this
hard work has paid off though and the
bridges were successfully installed in
September, making it much easier for us to
Nature’s Home
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GREENLAND
WHITEFRONTED
GOOSE

reach and work on every corner of
this incredible reserve.”

GIVING NATURE A HOME

RSPB Scotland Loch Lomond forms part of
the Loch Lomond National Nature Reserve
(NNR) and includes a number of other
sites, which are specially designated to
protect the species that live there. Home to
1.5% of the global population of Greenland
white-fronted geese, as well as whooper
swans, hen harriers, snipe, curlew, otters
and pine martens, Loch Lomond is one of
the best places in Scotland for wildlife. To
keep it this way requires a lot of management.
Becky Austin is an assistant warden on
the reserve. “When I first arrived on site we
only had a couple of volunteers – now we
have 20, who gave over 2,500 hours of their
time last year,” she explains. “Our fantastic
volunteers enable me to do a better job.
Together we have tackled non-native
invasive species, reinstated historical hedge
lines, cleared ditches, repaired sluices,
undertaken surveys and removed scrub.
One of my favourite areas is the fen, where
we’ve been out cutting and burning some
vegetation to improve the habitat for
wildlife. In 2015 the whole team was very
excited to record five calling spotted crakes
there. Particularly impressive when you
realise that the 2012 survey only recorded
28 singing males in the whole of the UK!”

The global population of
Greenland white-fronted geese
has declined by 40% in the last
decade and currently stands at
18,854 birds.
RSPB Scotland Loch Lomond
supports an internationally
important number of these, with
between 250–300 individuals
(1.5%) using the reserve to roost,
feed and bathe during winter.
In 2016, a satellite-tagged goose
turned up in the flock and the
Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust, who
fitted the tag, were able to
download the data.
This provided a fantastic picture
of the migration route the bird
had taken and the specific areas
used to feed and roost, allowing us
to target our management work.
Currently, the RSPB is
improving the fields where the
geese feed and carrying out weekly
surveys to monitor their numbers,
as well as conducting monthly
national and international counts.

Volunteer Betina Frinault monitors
blue tits (above) and Emma Wilcock,
Community Engagement Officer, leads
a school trip on a bug hunt (left).

Paula adds: “The sheer diversity of
wildlife found at Loch Lomond continues to
astound me. I feel as though I’m always
seeing and learning new things. For example
our ecologist, Mark Gurney, recorded a
horsetail sloth weevil here, which turned out

to be only the second record in 100 years.
Then there was the great otter spider. Becky
scooped up this interesting-looking spider
while we were out on site, once. I snapped a
few photos and it turned out to be quite a
find – the last record from Scotland was back
in the 1990s.”

FUN FOR ALL AGES

Until now, Loch Lomond has been
something of a hidden gem that staff have
been able to explore and enjoy during their

LOCH LOMOND’S TOP 10 WILDEST

GREAT OTTER
SPIDER

This velvety-looking
spider hadn’t been seen in
Scotland for over 20 years
until Becky and Paula
discovered this one.
Found in wetlands, the
females make a vertical
tube in sphagnum moss
and dart out to catch
passing insects.
58
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SPOTTED
CRAKE

These elusive birds were
first heard here in 2014.
Surveys revealed up to
five calling males in the
fen; the whole UK
population is only
around 80 pairs. Their
call, like a dripping tap or
whiplash, can be heard a
mile away or more.

SCOTTISH DOCK RIVER
LAMPREY

In the UK this plant can
only be found on the
south-eastern shores of
Loch Lomond. It can be
distinguished from
other docks by its height
(over 2 m in some cases),
densely clustered
fruiting heads, and its
preference for getting
its feet wet!

This ancient, parasitic fish
lacks paired fins and has a
sucking disc instead of
jaws. In the River Endrick
system they display
unique behaviour by
spending their entire lives
in freshwater; spawning
in rivers then heading
deep into Loch Lomond.

OTTER

The team are constantly
finding signs of otter
activity on site, from pike
heads and piles of scales
to spraints and footprints.
Surveys indicated the
presence of a dog otter,
mother with cubs and a
subordinate male on site
– quite something for a
relatively small area.
Nature’s Home

PINE MARTEN

The site team found signs
of pine marten back in
2013 (they have
distinctive, oily-looking
droppings), but their
presence was only
confirmed by a trail
camera set up on a found
hare carcass, which
captured a pine marten
dragging the meal away!
Nature’s Home

GREENLAND
WHITEFRONTED
GOOSE

A satellite population of
around 250 birds arrive at
the reserve in October and
spend the winter here,
monitored by the site
team, who target much
conservation management
towards them.

SMALL PEARLBORDERED
FRITILLARY

Found in the sheltered
rides and woodland edges
around the reserve, this
beautiful butterfly, named
for its pearl-like patterns,
can be seen zipping from
flower-to-flower on warm
summer days. 22 were
recorded in June 2016.

OSPREY

Once extinct in Scotland,
ospreys are now found
around Loch Lomond.
They’re often seen fishing
at the Endrick Mouth or
over the Wards Ponds, or
flying overhead. Once, a
male was seen displaying
with a fish in his talons
while eight other ospreys
followed close behind!

TWENTY ACRE
MEADOW

120 flowering species
have been recorded in
this small wildflower
meadow, including rarities
such as tufted loosestrife
and whorled caraway
(above). It’s designated as
a Plantlife Coronation
Meadow and could seed
other meadows here.
summer 2017
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Loch Lomond

Loch Lomond

LOCH LOMOND HEROES

work, but of course we want visitors to
experience this exciting reserve as well.
The site boasts a new car park and a central
Nature Hub, and the first phase of a
substantial path network (funded by the
ScottishPower Foundation) now takes people
out further into nature. The new route
transforms access across what was difficult
terrain and allows better views of the
magnificent species living at Loch Lomond.
Local schoolchildren and youth groups
have already been taking advantage –
heading out on wild adventures. Community
Engagement Officer Emma Wilcock recalls:
“One particularly muddy day, when I was
building dens with some local Scouts, each
group picked an animal they could find
locally and their task was to build a home for
it. We got a red squirrel drey, hogitats for
hedgehogs and minibeast hotels, which were
all brilliant, but the final group decided to go
for something a touch more ambitious. They
told us the finished shelter was for the cows
on site, after I’d told them how important
they are to our work. Not quite the home for
wildlife we had in mind but very thoughtful!”
The local primary school, Gartocharn
Primary, has also been inspired by the
RSPB’s developments at Loch Lomond,
with pupils creating their own woodland
exploration area on the school grounds,
transforming it into a haven for wildlife.
The area is used as a base for completing
wildlife surveys, and the kids have installed
a hide and motion-sensor cameras.
“It’s my pleasure to inspire children and
adults alike about wildlife,” says Emma.
“I like to teach them about the species they
can expect to see here at Loch Lomond.
Many visitors are surprised that they have
a good chance of seeing ospreys.”
With 50% of Scotland’s population living
within an hour’s drive of the reserve, these
species must be some of the most
accessible wildlife megastars in the UK. n
Louise Cullen is a
communications manager
for RSPB Scotland. She
started her career as a
broadcast journalist in the
Highlands before moving
into nature conservation
three years ago.

VISIT LOCH LOMOND
There are a range of events taking
place at Loch Lomond for you to enjoy
over the summer and guided walks are
held every weekend. To find out more,
visit rspb.org.uk/lochlomond
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Six people who help make Loch Lomond what it is.
KEEPING THE COWS

“I started working on the
land at The Wards back
around 2000, with my
son Iain joining me later
on. We’ve been involved
with grazing, as well as
land management work such as cutting
rushes, muck spreading and fencing
repairs and when the RSPB took over,
we were pleased to keep working with
them to help the wee birdies. The cows
don’t always behave, and love to wander
into places they shouldn’t, but they do a
good job at keeping the grass in check,
which is what they’re there for, and
Becky and Paula keep us on our toes!”
Sandy Dick, local farmer and grazier

BEHIND THE SCENES

“I look out of my window
every day, at the views of
Ben Lomond and Conic
Hill, fringed by the
variety of habitats and
wildlife of the reserve
and know that I have one of the best
jobs in the RSPB. Every day is a
challenge, juggling projects, survey
work, meeting visitors and keeping our
amazing team of staff and volunteers
motivated to deliver for wildlife and
people, but I wouldn’t trade it for
anything. We’ve done so much in the
past five years, it’s hard to believe and
I’m already looking forward to what we
have planned for the future.”

Paula Baker, Site Manager

VOLUNTEER BENEFITS

“As volunteers we meet
people from school age to
retirees, whether RSPB
volunteers or visitors to
the reserve. We love
maintaining this special
habitat for the birds and mammals
including otters, pine martens, and red
squirrels. We learn about wildflowers,
butterflies, insects and fungi from the
fantastic RSPB team. Experiencing the
sight and sound of thousands of geese
taking off from Loch Lomond as dawn
breaks when we join the winter goose
counts is amazing. And all this in
beautiful Scottish countryside!”

Bob and Jean Shand, volunteers

DAWN & DUSK

“Loch Lomond NNR is
a magical place to be at
any time but my
favourites are at the start
and end of the day.
Whether it’s a winter
dawn goose-roost count, or a summer
dusk spotted crake survey it has a
spellbinding atmosphere and there is
always something to see. Having been
involved in the site for many years it is
really exciting to see the reserve
develop with the work that the
RSPB is putting in.”
David Pickett, SNH Stirling
National Nature Reserve manager

WORKING & LIVING

“I’ve been at RSPB
Scotland Loch Lomond
since 2014 and it’s such
a beautiful and exciting
place to live and work.
There’s nothing quite like
waking to the bubbling call of
Greenland white-fronts flying over the
house. My favourite days involve
carrying out practical conservation
work with the volunteers, especially
when it’s the sort of work that results
in me returning to the office aching,
covered head to toe in mud and with
a real sense of achievement.”
Becky Austin, Assistant Warden,
RSPB Loch Lomond

SHOWING
VISITORS AROUND

“In the past two years
here I can’t think of any
two days that have been
the same. Marching
through the grassland on
a butterfly safari with a
class of five-year-olds, then leading
visitors into the bluebell-filled
woodland to listen to bird song and
scanning the skies to find their first
osprey, are all in a day’s work for me.
To be in a place where there is a chance
to encounter something new every
day and the opportunity to share that
with visitors of all ages, makes my job
extra special.”
Emma Wilcock, Community
Engagement Officer, Loch Lomond

Nature’s Home

all nature
Stat fanatic Mark Ward is in his
element as he investigates how much
wildlife is protected on RSPB reserves
– and it’s all thanks to your support.

I

love wildlife and I love statistics, so
anything that combines both makes me
a happy man. I admit it, I’m obsessed by
numbers. I know exactly how many
species of birds and wildlife I’ve seen in the
UK. I even know the number of birds I’ve
seen from my garden (134, so far).
But these numbers pale in comparison to a
staggering statistic that every RSPB
member has played their part in – that
16,000 species of wildlife have been
recorded on RSPB reserves. That really is a
statistic to shout about.
Put another way, that’s 214 sites,
stretching from Ramna Stacks in Shetland
to Marazion Marsh in Cornwall, covering
an area roughly the size of Greater London
(151,483 hectares to be precise) where you
can find virtually every type of creature,
from slime moulds and snakes to
seahorses and seals. Not to mention a
very large number of birds.

A HOME FOR

Photos: Sand lizard, Les Gibbon/Alamy; Water vole, iStock; Heath fritillary, Alamy/NaturePL; Capercaillie, Andew Mason; Bee orchid, iStock;
Great spotted woodpecker, iStock; Red-necked phalarope, David Tipling and Stoat, David Kjaer (both rspb-image.com); Spoonbill, iStock
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BITTEN BY THE REPTILE BUG

I first started thinking about species on
RSPB reserves when I stumbled upon a
video on YouTube of the team at Arne
finding all six native reptiles in a day.
I’d looked for Dartford warblers at this
Dorset reserve as a teenager, but was
blissfully unaware of its reptile riches.
A few weeks later, bitten by the
reptile bug, I headed back to
Dorset on a promise for
my first-ever smooth snake
– the UK’s rarest reptile.
OF UK LAND
The RSPB’s Visitor
MAMMALS HAVE
Experience Manager,
BEEN RECORDED
Rob Farrington, was my
ON RSPB
guide on that sunny April
RESERVES.
afternoon. After looking
under what seemed like an
entire barn roof’s worth of tin sheets
placed on the spongy earth, Rob finally
pulled out a ‘smoothie’. Adders, slow
worms and both common and sand lizards
subsequently obliged in an extravaganza
of cold-blooded beauties.
But Arne is not just about reptiles.
Not by a long chalk. As we crossed the

93%
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heath, Rob suddenly dropped to his knees
to give me a masterclass in heather ID: bell
heather, cross-leaved heath, ling and the
rare Dorset heath, all growing in an area
you could cover with your hat.
Going solo around the
reserve’s trails produced
a marvellous male
redstart in a leafy oak,
TOTAL NUMBER
palmate newts and
OF BIRD SPECIES
water voles in peaty
RECORDED ON
RSPB
pools, and a freshlyRESERVES
emerged hairy hawker
dragonfly. One minute,
I was watching solitary
wasps excavating tunnels on a
sandy heathland path, the next enjoying
the shade of oak woodland en route to a
stunning coastal panorama. Diversity of
habitat is clearly the key to a big site list.
Rob was keen to show me that Arne is
great for birds as well as reptiles, so this
January, I joined a Birds of Poole Harbour
and RSPB Dorset Discovery Tour. These
exclusive tours showcase the year-round
wildlife riches of Dorset. Look out for them
advertised in Nature’s Home (see p67).
Rob’s claim was soon fulfilled. As we
gazed down from Shipstal Point, 34
spoonbills snoozed in the shallows (a UK
record flock of 60 were here last autumn),
and dozens of perfectly pied pintails and
avocets upended nearby. Dartford warblers
tore up the rule book to pose on golden
gorse, allowing everyone to soak up their
slate-and-wine-coloured finery, and hen
harriers and woodcocks kept the action
going into the twilight. Yep, Arne definitely
has birds as well, but the question in my
mind as I headed home was how does it
compare to the rest of the RSPB’s reserves?

421

THE LIST OF LISTS

Back at RSPB HQ in Bedfordshire, I knew
just the person to ask: Reserves Ecologist
Dr Mark Gurney. Mark is used to my
regular requests for numbers: “Can you
give me a grid reference for night-flowering
catchfly?” “How many sites are left in
Bedfordshire for stag beetles?” It would
summer 2016
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“Our reserve”

Three people connected with the reserve
share their favourite spots and insider tips.
THE VOLUNTEER

JILL SHAYLER
Volunteer Reserve Guide

This area, added to
the reserve in 2003,
is being gradually
restored to original
heathland.

BEHIND THE SCENES

The Lodge
Photo: Ben Andrew

How we give nature
a home at this
carefully managed
heathland hotspot…
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he Lodge Nature
Reserve & Gardens is a
very special place at the
heart of the RSPB, offering an
exceptionally rich
combination of wildlife and
heritage experiences and also
serving as our national HQ.
Hilly, oak-dominated
woodlands offer a rich natural
experience to those exploring
The Lodge’s network of
winding trails. An abundance

of standing and fallen
deadwood provides for the
rich assemblage of saproxylic
invertebrates, the occasional,
scarce lesser spotted
woodpecker, and many of the
600 fungi species found on
site. Sunny rides and glades are
being created to benefit
woodland birds, especially the
inconspicuous spotted
flycatcher (see over) and a
plethora of butterflies.

Lesser spotted
woodpecker

“Fifteen years
ago, I had no
idea where
volunteering
would take me,
but it’s been a
wonderful journey of
learning and discovery.
Through activities such as
leading walks, school visits,
talking to visitors and
residential volunteering,
I’ve learned such a lot.
The Lodge reserve has
changed greatly over the
years. It’s grown in size, and
I’ve witnessed the felling of
the pine plantation to return
the area to priority habitat,
lowland heath, as it was in
the 1800s. Now mostly
covered in heather, it’s a
wonderful sight and really
fragrant in late summer.
Also, the reserve has
created more ponds for rare
natterjack toads, which we
survey yearly. Contributing
time in a varied role, my
journey continues to give
me a sense of wellbeing
and enthusiasm for the
great outdoors, and all that
nature and volunteering
have to offer. It has
definitely expanded my
horizons since retiring.”

THE WARDEN

LIZZIE BRUCE
Warden, RSPB The Lodge

In 2003, a large area (38 ha)
of adjoining commercially
grown conifer forest was
purchased, and over the past
decade the focus has been on
returning this land to its
original heathland state. It is
part of the Greensand Ridge
which runs northeast to
southwest across Bedfordshire.
For many years, heather
from the old heath on the
reserve was sown across the
Nature’s Home

restoration area and gradually,
over the next few years, started
to grow into very small,
50p-size plants. The heather
is now three feet high in
places and covers most of the
new heath.
Work parties, volunteers,
contractors and RSPB staff
have all been involved in
habitat improvement work to
remove birch saplings and
bramble, which would
Nature’s Home

“The woodland
and its trees
have got to be
our underrated
habitat at
The Lodge.
We have some magnificent
veteran oaks in the
woodlands, while the
gardens have an array of
specimen trees including
giant redwoods and blue
cedars. No matter what time

of year it is, there’s always
something to see or listen
out for. In the autumn, the
woodlands are full of fungi.
As winter drifts into spring,
the laugh of the green
woodpecker and the
drum of the great spotted
woodpecker can be heard.
In spring the trees come
alive with singing warblers
such as chiffchaffs,
blackcaps and garden
warblers who have returned
from their African wintering
grounds. During summer,
dragonflies hawk along the
woodland edges in their
hundreds, and purple
hairstreaks dance around the
oak canopy. For the past
couple of years a pair of
hobbies has bred on the
reserve. They appear to
favour nesting in a tree close
to our visitor trails. Last year
we were all able to watch
the chicks grow from small
white balls of fluff into fully
grown juveniles, learning to
catch their own food. It was
such a privilege.”

THE GARDENER

NICK AIKMAN
Gardener, RSPB The Lodge

“I help with
the gardens
of The Lodge.
For me, the
reserve is a
very special
place, with some remarkable
topography and wildlife.
My favourite spot on the
reserve is the Azalea
walk – especially during
early May, when the scent
of the fragrant azaleas
fills the air and the flowers
are covered with
interesting insects.
Sit quietly somewhere out
of the way, and watch all
the small birds, such as
goldcrests, come out for
a drink and feed.”
summer 2017
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5 MORE RESERVES

TOP FIVE
Things to
see and do

FOR AMAZING INSECTS

1 Spot a hobby: Walk
along the Galley Hill trail
to glimpse this dashing
summer visiting falcon
hawking for dragonflies
as you walk around the
restored heathland.

Words: Mark Brandon, Lizzie Bruce, Anna Scrivenger. Photos: Ben Andrew, Andy Hay, David Tipling, Jesper Mattias (rspb-images.com)

Find a spotted
flycatcher: Take the
woodland path to the
hide and old quarry.
Numbers of this
inconspicuous bird are
decreasing nationally,
but they are clinging on
here. In some years they
nest close to the paths or
even on the buildings.

3 Look out for
wintering farmland
birds: Working in
partnership with Tarmac
on Sandy Heath, we have
planted 3 ha of winter
cover crop on Sandy
Heath. This attracts large
flocks of wintering finches
and buntings, along with
stonechats and grey
partridge.
4 Take a fungi safari:
Head along The Lodge’s
woodland trails in autumn
for a feast of fantastic
fungi. Over 600 species
have been recorded here
and the iconic red
polka-dot fly agaric is star
of the show!
5

Natterjack toads:
Old Heath at The Lodge
is one of the best inland
heathland sites in the UK
for natterjack toads. More
ponds have been created
to allow the toads to
spread across the reserve
to create a more resilient
population. Natterjacks
are nocturnal, so are rarely
seen, but listen for their
loud churring calls on
warm damp nights from
April onwards.
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Many RSPB reserves are perfect for rare or unusual insect life…

DORSET
ARNE
This flower border
to the rear of The
Lodge is abuzz with
colourful insect life.
A red admiral in
the gardens.

smother the heather if left
to spread.
We hope one day to attract
scarce heathland species such
as woodlark and nightjar to
breed on the new heath. Both
species have been seen here
since the restoration work
started. Hobbies have already
found the area to their liking,
and have successfully bred
on the heath for the last four
years, giving visitors
astounding views of food
passes and dashing flights
in pursuit of dragonflies and
other prey.
We also work in partnership
with Tarmac at Sandy Heath

The Lodge:
a timeline
The reserve was
once the country
estate of a
Victorian
Captain…

Woodlark

The RSPB’s heathland
reserves around Arne shelter
many insect treasures,
including the rare Purbeck
mason wasp, and the heath
tiger beetle (below). Both are

different deadwood niches
such as bark, snags,
hanging limbs and
staghorns – creating a
deadwood invertebrate

A natterjack toadlet
near the ponds.

Quarry, adjacent to
the main reserve, in
order to restore and manage
the quarry post mineral
extraction. Working with
the quarry team we reform
the land to establish acid
grassland – heathland mosaic
that can really benefit some
scarce invertebrates.
Other areas of the reserve
include mixed woodland,
acid grassland and the formal
gardens, which add splashes
of colour to the RSPB
headquarters at The Lodge
itself, and are managed
organically by our two
gardeners for wildlife.

IRON AGE

Passing
mesolithic
huntergatherers
left flint
arrowheads
here, and the reserve boasts
two iron-age hill forts. The
area would then have been
open heath with good views.

The mixture of habitats,
wildlife, prehistoric heritage
and the Society’s headquarters
makes this a unique and
wonderful place to visit.

➜ HOW TO VISIT
The Lodge is 10 miles east
of Bedford and just off the
A1(M). Entry is free to
members, £5 per vehicle
for non-members. Site
information, facilities,
events, maps and visitor
info are available at
rspb.org.uk/thelodge

1200s

During the
medieval
period stone
was quarried
here, and
can be found
forming many of the
region’s historic buildings.
The largest quarry is an
important geological site.

Nature’s Home

restricted to a few local
sites and have very specific
requirements. At the Arne
reserves, they’re supported
by work to create bare ground
on heathland. In wet areas of
the heath, shallow channels
of water are created, on
which specialist Southern
damselflies depend.

WALES
CARNGAFALLT

utopia. Some of the star
species include the lesser
searcher, longhorn and
cobweb beetles. The site
is carefully managed as
wood pasture, being kept
open and light to help
ancient trees maintain large
crowns and to encourage a
multitude of different
deadwood habitats.

NORFOLK

STRUMPSHAW
FEN

A very special place for
deadwood invertebrates
including some very
specialist beetles. Its
ancient trees, including
oaks over 500 years old,
like the Cwm yr Esgob Oak
(pictured), provide lots of

1851

Captain
William Peel
buys the
estate, builds
the Swiss
Cottage
gatehouse and a boundary
wall, and plants up much of
the ancient heathland to create
a woodland hunting ground.

Nature’s Home

1870

Following
the Captain’s
death in the
Indian
Mutiny,
the estate
passes to his brother, who
builds The Lodge – now a
private residence at the heart
of a busy country estate.

The rich reedbed habitats
of Strumpshaw Fen are
the perfect home for a
number of rare insects.
In the summer months,
you can spot clear-winged
Norfolk hawker dragonflies
and bright swallowtail
butterflies. You might even
be lucky enough to spot
the rare fen raft spider
(below, left). The UK’s largest
spider, this semi-aquatic
beast was released into the
reserve in 2012 and is now
thriving in ditches and pools.

LANCASHIRE

LEIGHTON
MOSS

Over 600 species of moth
have been recorded at
Leighton Moss (meet some
at one of its Meet the Moths
at the Moss events between
June and August). At nearby
Warton Crag, crucial habitat
work has just been
undertaken to save the
endangered butterflies there.
High brown and pearlbordered fritillary (right)
numbers have plummeted
critically nationwide. But
by creating more open
areas and managing the
bracken, the violets that
the fritillary caterpillars
feed on can flourish.

1961

The RSPB
buys The
Lodge and
it’s now our
UK headquarters.
The reserve has been
restored to provide a range
of habitats, from parkland to
oak forest and sandy heath.

Abernethy’s ancient
Calendonian pinewoods are
a haven for deadwood
inverterbrates. The reserve
also includes plantation
Scots pine where our
programme of deadwood
creation is providing new
opportunities for
extraordinary deadwood
wildlife. Beneficiaries
include the parasitic
ichneumon wasp, which
uses its long ovipositor to
lays its eggs in the larvae of
other deadwood insects,
and the timberman beetle
(above), with its super-long
whip-like antennae, which
inhabits felled pine logs.
Abernethy is also one of the
most important sites for the
narrow-headed ant, a very
rare ant restricted to the
Scottish Highlands, where
it helps regenerate forest by
spreading seeds around.

2003

An adjoining
conifer
plantation is
added to the
reserve. Land
is gradually
cleared and restored to its
original heathland state,
enabling several rare species
to return to the area.
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